Greetings from 4th GCBSS, Dubai, UAE organized by GATR!

GCBSS Committee <gcbss2016@gmail.com>
to me, wail77

Dear Prof. Wail Muin Ismail,

Subject: Greetings from 4th GCBSS, Dubai, UAE organized by GATR!

We have received the review outcome and please to inform you that your paper is considered suitable for Global Journal of Business & Social Science Review, GJBSSR Vol. 5 (R) January submit registration form and payment slip in order for us to send the review.

About Journal:
Global Journal for Business & Social Science Review (GJBSSR) is a Refereed International quarterly Journal having an Advisory Panel from world's leading Universities and Business Scho international databases. The Journal is under way of consideration for inc (Elsevier), and indexed in Journal Seek, MYCITE, CiteSeerX, DOAJ, ERA 2 Google Scholar.

Kind Regards,
Mr. Rasulhon Shukurov, on behalf of Kashan Pirzada,

Dr. Kashan Pirzada, Ph.D.
Guest Editor/ Chair,
4th GCBSS, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +603 2201 1665
Email: admin@gcbss.org
URL: http://gcbss.org/cibssr/index.html
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